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Art and Design Y4 

Year 1 

 

 

 

 National Curriculum Objectives  

 Pupils should be taught:  

 to develop their techniques, including their control and their 
use of materials, with creativity, experimentation and an 
increasing awareness of different kinds of art, craft and 
design  

 to create sketch books to record their observations and use 
them to review and revisit ideas  

 to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, 
including drawing, painting and sculpture with a range of 
materials  

 about great artists, architects and designers in history 

Drawing 

Draw demonstrating an understanding of line, tone, 

scale, texture and depth  

Use mirrors, viewfinders, magnifying glasses etc. to aid 

observation  

Begin to show facial expression and body language in 

drawings  

Show reflections  

Explain why they have chosen specific materials to draw 

with 

Painting 

Work in monochrome (shades of one colour)  

Look at and make paintings with background, foreground and 

middle ground and use perspective  

Create moods in their paintings  

Use shading in their painting to create feelings  

Mix and match colours for purposes (e.g. skin colours)  

Mix different thicknesses of paints 

Printing 

Print using 4 colours on to different materials 

Create accurate print designs  

Textiles 

Work back into prints with stitching, collage, 

drawing etc.  

Change fabric structures by pulling threads out 

of hessian and replacing with coloured threads 

Clay  

Make simple slab pots 

Look at the work of other artists to generate 

ideas  

Begin to sculpt clay into other shapes 

Collage 

Use mosaic affects to produce a piece of art  

Combine visual and tactile qualities 

IT 

Put art work on to a screen, manipulate and print out  

Use paint programs to create specific effects 

Add text to create descriptions of work 

 Use the cut and paste tools 

Experiment with flipping and turning motifs  

Present work on a slide show  

Combine graphics and text based on their research 

3D 

Research the work of different sculptors  

Make sculptures using a range of materials 

Art History Knowledge  

Can discuss and describe well known artists work. Explain how their work is similar and different. Explain their reasons behind their choices. Explain art from other periods of history. 


